HIGH PERFORMANCE
CLEANING MACHINES

M U LT I SURFACE
STEAMERS

Duplex - Non-vacumated Steamers
Duplex Jet Steam Professional
This powerful steam cleaner with a 3kw element is robust and
reliable enough to breeze through a wide variety of cleaning and
infection control tasks. Supplied with a comprehensive range
of tools and accessories it makes light work of cleaning tiles,
grouting, upholstery, windows, basins, toilets, kitchens plus
many other surfaces besides. Other specialist optional tools are
available.

Duplex Janitorial Steam System
This handy combination comprises of a Jet Steam Professional,
Janitorial Trolley and Steam Mop supplied as one for a
convenient solution to combine cleaning with infection control.
The Janitorial Steam System is supplied with a comprehensive
kit of tools and accessories which can be stored in the handy
receptacles of the trolley which makes transporting the entire
system from place to place in the working environment both
quick and easy.

Duplex - Standard Vacumated Steamers
Duplex Jet Vac Alpha
Our entry level vacumated steamer but built to the same
high standards as the entire range using the highest quality
components and processes. In our eco-friendly society the
Alpha is the perfect choice for chemical-free, low water usage
steam cleaning. Supplied with a comprehensive range of tools
and accessories to tackle everyday cleaning on a multitude of
surfaces and especially useful for infection control situations
during an outbreak occurrence.

Duplex Jet Vac Compact
Our mid-range model with a larger capacity water tank for longer
use between refills. Like all the machines in this range it has an
integral trolley with two handy tool baskets to accommodate
everything you need to carry out a wide range of cleaning
and sanitizing tasks. An optional steam-mop is available for
all models to revolutionize floor and wall cleaning. Features an
enhanced tool-kit for the most demanding environments.

Request an on-site demonstration

Duplex - Water-filter Vacumated Steamers
Duplex Jet Vac Eco
With its stainless-steel body and vacuum tank the Eco benefits
from hot-water injection which when used in conjunction with
steam produces exceptional levels of cleaning and sanitization.
The water filter vacuum also removes allergens and dust from the
environment making it particularly suitable for clinical situations
where a high level of cleanliness is vital.

Duplex Jet Vac Ultima
Our top of the range model featuring chemical-injection enabling
it to deliver exceptional de-greasing capabilities, particularly
suited to commercial kitchens. Supplied with an enhanced toolkit to complement its chemical capability for demanding tasks.
An optional kit is available to transform this model into a highlyefficient gum and graffiti removal system known as the GumGo making this a truly versatile steam cleaning machine.

Duplex - Steamtech Industrial Steamers
Duplex Steamtech 4000
A robust machine for industrial applications which require
larger capacity tanks and detergent facility for cleaning and degreasing in factory environments. Offering the same premium
technology as other models in the range this machine’s design
is based on extensive research into the most demanding
commercial and industrial applications and can play a key role
in achieving the strict hygiene standards demanded by the food
industry by sanitizing equipment and facilities. Also available
with an optional Gum Go kit.

Duplex Steamtech 12000
A 415 volt 3 phase industrial steam cleaner with a high pressure
boiler, integral vacuum and chemical injection making it our most
powerful steam cleaning machine. It also features hot water
injection making it the number one choice for heavy industrial
cleaning. Used in conjunction with an optional 12m hose it
allows high-level and remote cleaning capabilities for supreme
versatility. Removes oil, grease and residues from equipment,
tools and components in engineering and manufacturing
facilities.

Request an on-site demonstration

Free on-site demonstrations
Clean and sanitize with steam
Multi-surface steam cleaning
Light and easy to use
Combine cleaning with infection-control
Robust and reliable
Nationwide sales and service support
Free on-site training
These are just some of our sectors...
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Request an on-site demonstration

duplex-cleaning-machines-u.k.-limited
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duplexuk
Unit 27 Joseph Wilson Ind. Est. Whitstable, Kent CT5 3PS.
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We reserve the right to bring changes or modifications to the machine specifications without prior notice E&OE.

